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Abstract

We study conflicts between goals and plans in Dung’s abstract
argumentation framework. Argumentation theory has tradi-
tionally been used to deal with conflicts between defaults and
beliefs. Recently Amgoud has proposed to use it for conflicts
between plans. Amgoud argues that Dung’s argumentation
theory has to be adjusted, because conflicts between plans
are fundamentally different from conflicts between defaults.
We agree with the fundamental difference, but we propose an
alternative way to deal with conflicts between plans that stays
within Dung’s framework. Moreover, we extend Amgoud’s
argumentation framework for planning with goal generation
procedures, that can deal with conflicts between goals. In the
proposed framework goals are derived from desires by for-
ward reasoning, and plans are derived from goals and plan-
ning rules by backward reasoning.

Introduction
Formal argumentation theory originates from theories of di-
alogue and natural language, but it has become popular in ar-
tificial intelligence as a formal framework for default reason-
ing. Dung’s (1995) abstract framework characterizes many
instances of non-monotonic reasoning, such as Reiter’s de-
fault logic, autoepistemic logic, logic programming, and cir-
cumscription, as instances of argumentation. Amgoud’s ver-
sion of Dung’s argumentation framework allows reasoning
about conflicting plans (Amgoud 2003; Amgoud & Cayrol
to appear). The central analogy is the following. A goal
that has possible ‘trees of realization’ or plans to achieve it,
can be modeled just like an argument which consists of a
claim with the supporting argumentations. The attack rela-
tion defined over arguments can serve as a criterium to select
compatible plans. However, Amgoud argues that the frame-
work must be adapted, because conflicts between plans are
fundamentally different from the kinds of conflicts studied
in non-monotonic reasoning, such as defaults.

In this paper, we study the use of an argumentation frame-
work for planning extended with goals generated from de-
sires. The research questions of this paper are as follows:

1. What are the differences between conflicts usually studied
in argumentation theory, and conflicts between plans?

2. How can we represent conflicts between plans in Dung’s
argumentation framework, without adapting the central
definitions?

3. How can we extend an argumentation framework that
deals with conflicts between plans, such that it also cor-
rectly deals with conflicts between goals?

The resulting framework leads to new insights in the nature
of conflicts in artificial intelligence, and the applicability of
argumentation theories to study conflicts. We do not com-
pare the argumentation framework to other approaches to
planning. Although the treatment of planning is very coarse,
we believe it may be relevant for theories that use resource
logic to describe competition between plans.

The paper is structured as follows. First we study con-
flicts between plans in Amgoud’s argumentation frame-
work. Then we introduce our own representation of plans
in Dung’s argumentation framework. After that we extend
the approach with goal generation.

Argumentation framework for planning
In the logical language, we distinguish among decision vari-
ables (A) and non-decision variables (N ). Decision vari-
ables represent atomic actions, hence theA, that need no
further plan to be achieved. This distinction is implicit in
Amgoud’s framework.

Definition 1 Let A andN be two disjoint sets of decision
variables and non-decision variables respectively. LetL be
a propositional language built fromA ∪ N . A literal l is
a variable or its negation. A rule is an ordered nonempty
finite list of literals: l1 ∧ l2 ∧ . . . ∧ ln−1 → ln. We call
l1 ∧ l2 ∧ . . . ∧ ln−1 the body of the rule, andln the head. If
n = 1 the body is empty and we writeln.

A desire plan description consists of a set of desired literals
(D), a set of plan rules (P ), and a set of knowledge and
integrity constraint rules (Σ). Amgoud seems to allow any
kind of formulas inΣ, but we restrict it to rules (see also
definition 3).

Definition 2 Let A, N andL be as defined in definition 1.
A desire-plan descriptionis a tuple〈D,P,Σ〉 with D a set
of literals fromL, P andΣ sets of rules fromL, such that
the heads of rules inP are built from a variable inN .

These rules behave as production rules. For explanatory
reasons, we restrict the language here to conjunction and a
syntactic form of negation. More elaborate logics exists in
the literature on logic programming. The exact semantics



of the rules depends on the particular argumentation system.
The general idea is to use these rules to generate extensions.
An extension is a set of argumentations or ‘plans’, depend-
ing on how you look at it, that are mutually compatible. In
a way, an extension represents a possible intention for an
agent to consider. Ideally, an extension will contain plans to
fulfill all desired literals, while no integrity constraints are
violated. The selection of which extension to execute will
be decided by argumentation theoretic notions.

Amgoud (2003) illustrates desire-plan descriptions with
the following example . The examples are only meant to
illustrate the definitions; further validation of the approach
remains necessary (Amgoud & Cayrol to appear).

Example 1 (Travel) Assume variablesN = {ja, fp, t, vac}
andA = {w, fr, hop, dr, ag} with the interpretation:

ja journey to Africa w work
fp finish paper fr friend brings tickets
t get the tickets hop go to hospital
vac be vaccinated dr go to a doctor

ag go to the agency
Consider the following desire-plan description:
D = {ja,fp}
P = {t ∧ vac → ja, ag → t, fr→ t, hop → vac,

dr → vac, w →fp}
Σ = {w → ¬ag, w → ¬dr}

The agent desires to travel and to finish a paper. There are
several ways to achieve both desires, but if we addw →
¬hop as a third rule toΣ, there is no way to achieve both
desires.

Actions are defined as tuples〈h, H〉 analogous to a claim
for h with supportH (Amgoud 2003; Dung 1995). Amgoud
considers various notions of conflict, of which we only use
the strongest one. Moreover, we do not interpret the arrows
in Σ as material implications, but as production rules.

Definition 3 An actionfor 〈D,P,Σ〉 is:

• 〈h, ∅〉 for anyh ∈ A, called an atomic action; or
• 〈h, {l1, . . . , ln}〉 for any rulel1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → h ∈ P ∪ Σ.

We say that:

• Theclosureof a set of rulesR over a set of literalsV , is
defined byCl(R, V ) =

⋃i=∞
i=0 Si with S0 = V and

Si+1 = Si∪{l | l1∧. . .∧ln → l ∈ R, {l1, ..., ln} ⊆ Si}.
• Actions〈h1,H1〉 and〈h2,H2〉 conflict iff

Cl(Σ ∪ {h1, h2} ∪H1 ∪H2) ` ⊥.

From these actions Amgoud constructs so-called realization
trees, which serve as a way to represent and reason about
plans with their motivating desires. Each node of the tree is
an action and each child of an action is one of its subactions.1

Definition 4 A realization treefor a desired ∈ D, written
asg(d), is a finite tree whose nodes are actions such that

• 〈d, H〉 is the root of the tree, for someH;
• 〈h, {l1, . . . , ln}〉 has exactlyn children 〈l1,H1〉, . . . ,
〈ln,Hn〉;
1Normally in argumentation frameworks there is an additional

constraint that a literal does not occur twice in a path; like Amgoud,
we do not consider this optimization in this paper.

• The leaves of the tree are atomic actions.

The realization trees generated by example 1 are shown in
figure 1. In contrast to Amgoud, we visualize realization
trees with arrows directed from the leaves to the root.

Example 2 (Travel, continued) There are five realization
trees, four for the desireja, and one for the desirefp. We
call the realization trees forja respectivelyg1, g2, g3 and
g4, based on respectively{ag, hop}, {ag, dr}, {fr, dr} and
{fr, hop}, and the realization tree for desirefp is calledg5,
and is based on{w}.

Amgoud’s approach
Just like arguments, realization trees may conflict. Therefore
it makes sense to use concepts from argumentation theory.
In general, an argumentation framework is defined as a set
of arguments with a binary relation that represents which ar-
guments attack which other arguments (Dung 1995). Here,
realization trees play the role of arguments; the attack re-
lation is derived from conflicts between actions (Amgoud
2003).

Definition 5 A system handling conflicting desires(SHD) is
a tuple〈G, Attack〉 such thatG is a set of realization trees
andAttack is a binary relation overG.

Based on the notion of conflict between actions (defini-
tion 3), we specify a particular attack relation. The argu-
mentation notions ofdefence, preferred extensionandbasic
extensionare defined accordingly. However, Amgoud ar-
gues that Dung’s notion of defence must be adjusted:

“The semantics of a realization tree is a complete plan
to achieve a desire and our aim is to achieve a maxi-
mum of desires. The idea is if a given desired1 can
be achieved with a planp1 then if another planp2 for
the same desire attacks a planp3 of another desired2,
we will acceptp3 to enable the agent to achieve its two
desires.” (Amgoud 2003)

In the running example, readd1 = ja, p1 = g4, p2 = g1,
d2 = fp, andp3 = g5. We write D-defend for Dung’s orig-
inal definition of defence, and A-defend for Amgoud’s defi-
nition of defence. Moreover, we also give a variant of Am-
goud’s notion of defence, which we call A′-defend, which
also incorporates the condition thatp1 may not itself attack
p3. We believe that A′-defend is more convincing.

Definition 6 Let 〈G, Attack〉 be anSHD such thatG con-
tains all realization trees of a given desire-plan description
〈D,P,Σ〉. Let S ⊆ G andg, g1, g2 ∈ G be (sets of) realiza-
tion trees. Now we define

• 〈g1, g2〉 ∈ Attack, i.e., g1 attacksg2, iff there exist ac-
tions a1 and a2 in the nodes ofg1 and g2 respectively,
such thata1 anda2 conflict.2

2Reducing a conflict between realization trees to conflicts be-
tween actions implies that we can have two realization trees that
do not conflict, although there are three actions which conflict with
each other, for example the atomic actionsa, b andc with integrity
constrainta∧b → ¬c. This problem can be solved by generalizing
the notion of conflict between realization trees in the obvious way.



〈ja, {t, vac}〉
↗ ↖

〈t, {ag}〉
↑

〈ag, ∅〉

〈vac, {hop}〉
↑

〈hop, ∅〉

〈ja, {t, vac}〉
↗ ↖

〈t, {ag}〉
↑

〈ag, ∅〉

〈vac, {dr}〉
↑

〈dr, ∅〉

〈ja, {t, vac}〉
↗ ↖

〈t, {fr}〉
↑

〈fr, ∅〉

〈vac, {dr}〉
↑

〈dr, ∅〉

〈ja, {t, vac}〉
↗ ↖

〈t, {fr}〉
↑

〈fr, ∅〉

〈vac, {hop}〉
↑

〈hop, ∅〉

〈fp, {w}〉
↑

〈w, ∅〉

g1 g2 g3 g4 g5

Figure 1: The realization trees for example 1

• S is attack free iff there are nog1, g2 ∈ S such thatg1

attacksg2.
• S D-defendsg iff for all g1 ∈ G such thatg1 attacksg,

there is an alternativeg2 ∈ S such thatg2 attacksg1.
• S A-defendsg iff for all g1(d1) ∈ G such thatg1(d1)

attacksg, there is an alternativeg2(d2) ∈ S with d1 = d2.
• S A′-defendsg iff for all g1(d1) ∈ G such thatg1(d1)

attacksg, there is an alternativeg2(d2) ∈ S with d1 = d2

andg2 does not attackg.
• S is a preferred extension iffS is maximal w.r.t. set inclu-

sion among the subsets ofG that are attack free and that
A-defend all their elements.

• S is a basic extension iff it is a least fixpoint of the func-
tion F (S) = {g|g is A-defended byS}.

These argumentation notions are illustrated by the travel ex-
ample.

Example 3 (Travel, continued) Consider the realization
trees in figure 1. The realization treeg5 attacks bothg1 and
g2, due to the integrity constraintw → ¬ag, and it attacks
bothg2 andg3 due to the integrity constraintw → ¬dr, but
it does not attackg4, which is based onfr andhopinstead of
aganddr.

There are two preferred extensions,S1 = {g1, g2, g3, g4}
for desireja, andS2 = {g4, g5} for desiresja andfp. Con-
sequently, preferred extensions do not have to be maximal
with respect to set inclusion. The basic extension is{g4, g5},
sinceF (∅) = {g4}, F ({g4}) = {g4, g5}, F ({g4, g5}) =
{g4, g5}. This holds also if we replace A-defend by A′-
defend.

The two notions of extension still seem to be problematic.
As Amgoud shows, for preferred extensions an additional
notion is required that prefers extensions that maximize the
number of goals achieved. In basic extensions, as Amgoud
shows, some of the alternative plans may be conflicting. For
example, they may be competing for the same resources. We
therefore study a different approach to reason about conflict-
ing plans in argumentation theory.

Our Proposal
Instead of adapting the argumentation theory, we encode
conflicting plans in Dung’s original framework. Amgoud’s
reason to alter the definition of defend is that there is a dif-
ference between conflicts between the usual kinds of argu-
ments, i.e., defaults or beliefs, and conflicts between plans.
We fully agree with this observation. However, instead of
changing the notion of defend, we alter the notion of at-
tack. In general, the attack relation is the parameter that

covers domain dependent aspects of argumentation. Note
that Amgoud’s attack relation is symmetrical, which means
that the desire plan specification does not have priorities. For
Dung’s original theory, a symmetrical attack relation pro-
duces an argumentation theory which is relatively simple:
the (unique) basic extension contains all arguments which
are undisputed, whereas preferred extensions – which in this
special case always exist – represent maximal sets of argu-
ments for non-conflicting sets of goals. Note moreover, that
under Amgoud’s definition, all realization trees will self-
attack. In our proposal the attack relation does not have to be
symmetrical, which can be useful in more complex settings.
It no longer is reflexive either.

The basic idea is as follows. We want to achieve a maxi-
mal number of desires, and consequently an extension con-
tains a maximal number of realization trees. However, con-
sidering different plans for the same desire, may be a waste
of resources. We therefore exclude the possibility that an
extension contains two realization trees for the same desire.
In a sense, this is the opposite of the approach taken by Am-
goud. Under her definition a basic extension, for example,
may contain several realization trees for the same desire.

Definition 7 Let 〈G, Attack〉 be anSHD such thatG con-
tains all realization trees of a given desire-plan description
〈D,P,Σ〉. Let S ⊆ G andg, g1, g2 ∈ G be (sets of) realiza-
tion trees.

• 〈g1(d1), g2(d2)〉 ∈ Attack, i.e., g1(d1) attacksg2(d2),
iff either
1. there exist actionsa1 anda2 in the nodes ofg1 andg2

respectively, such thata1 anda2 conflict, or
2. g1(d1) 6= g2(d2) butd1 = d2.

The definition of attack free remains the same as in defini-
tion 6, but in the definition of preferred and basic extension,
A-defend is replaced by D-defend.

Our approach can be motivated as follows. We want to
model aspects of the deliberation process of an agent. Dur-
ing goal generation, alternative plans for a desire are consid-
ered to test its feasibility. Desires may conflict, which is why
we use argumentation theory: to reason with multiple exten-
sions. In our view, an extension corresponds to a maximally
consistent subset of desires, along with their plans. Thus an
extension models a potential goal or an option. Ultimately,
an agent must select one option as an intention. Therefore
it does not make sense to also consider alternative options
within an extension. Keeping alternative options open re-
quires additional deliberation effort (Boella 2002). More-
over, plans may themselves compete for resources and be
incompatible for that reason.



The following proposition shows that our formalization of
conflicting plans captures the intuition of Amgoud’s notion
of defence.

Proposition 1 In our argumentation theory, we have that if
S D-defendsg, thenS also A-defends and A′-defendsg.

Our running example shows that, unfortunately, the basic
extension no longer containsg4 andg5.

Example 4 (Travel, continued) Under the new definition,
the first four realization treesg1, g2, g3, g4 with desireja
attack each other. There are four preferred extensions:S1 =
{g1}, S2 = {g2}, S3 = {g3}, S4 = {g4, g5}. The basic
extension is∅.

The reason that the basic extension no longer works as de-
sired, is that multiple plans for the same desire attack each
other. In such cases the basic extension does not contain any
of these. This is a consequence of the fact that basic exten-
sions are always unique. There are various ways to repair
this. One approach is to define a notion of extension∗ which
is constructive, like a basic extension, but which splits in
case of multiple plans for the same desire. The following
definition adds all arguments which are defended, and non-
deterministically adds one argument that is only attacked by
alternative plans for the same desire.

Definition 8 Let F be as in definition 6. LetC(S) =
{g(d) ∈ G\S | ∀g′(d′) ∈ G if g′ D-defendg thend = d′}.

• S is a basic extension∗ iff it is a least fixpoint of the
non-deterministic function

F ′(S) =
{

F (S), if C(S) = ∅,
F (S) ∪ {g}, g ∈ C(S) otherwise.

There is always at least one basic extension∗. In the running
example, the basic extension∗ comes out as desired.

Example 5 (Travel, continued) The unique basic
extension∗ is {g4, g5}.

It is disappointing to have to alter the argumentation
framework after all, but a remaining advantage of our ap-
proach is that it becomes easier to combine planning with
goal generation in the same framework. This is illustrated in
the following section.

Goal Generation
Agent architectures often assume separate components for
goal generation, goal selection and planning (Wooldridge
2002, p 76). In our terminology, goal generation produces
potential goals on the basis of an agent’s beliefs, desires (in-
ternal motivation), and possibly obligations (external moti-
vation). Goal selection is the subsequent process of deciding
which consistent subset of goals will be pursued. These se-
lected goals become intentions. Planning is the process of
finding a sequence of actions to achieve the intentions.

Thus we have to deal with two kinds of reasoning: for-
ward reasoning from current beliefs to desirable states (de-
duction), and backward “means-ends” reasoning from desir-
able states to required actions (abduction). This combination
is often problematic.

1. The goal generation and goal selection components partly
depend on planning, because potential or selected goals
are required to be feasible (Cohen & Levesque 1990; Rao
& Georgeff 1998). A goal is feasible when some plan
exists that is likely to achieve it. Rao and Georgeff call an
agent that only generates feasible goalsstrongly realistic.
It is waste of resources to consider infeasible goals. The
feasibility restriction requires that planning can provide
feedback to goal generation and selection.

2. The application of a priority order is difficult. The easi-
est solution is to define a local priority order over rules
(Reiter 1980). However, single rules often have unde-
sired consequences. Application of rules should there-
fore be compared by their outcomes, using a utility value
for example. Other research on goal generation uses
maximally consistent sets of rules, as the main inter-
face between components (Broersenet al. 2001; 2002;
Dastani & van der Torre 2002). This has some draw-
backs, both practical and conceptual. The sets themselves
become large, and their consistency becomes difficult to
check and maintain.

To address these problems, we will again apply techniques
from argumentation theory, combining goal generation with
our version of Amgoud’s framework to reason about con-
flicting desires and plans.

Extension with goal generation
Thus far, arguments are trees of realization for a single de-
sire. In this section we generalize the notion of desire to de-
sire rules, analogous the the rules used for plans and back-
ground knowledge, and we introduce the notion of a goal
set: a set of mutually compatible desires. The definition of
realization trees is adapted, and combines the derivation of
a goal set with a plan to realize it.

Definition 9 extends Amgoud’s notion of unconditional
desires in definition 2 to a set of desire rulesD, similar to
the planning and background rule setsP andΣ. A desire
rule l1∧ . . .∧ ln−1 → ln in D represents thatln is desired in
the contextl1 ∧ . . .∧ ln−1, a planning rule represents thatln
is achieved ifl1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln−1 is achieved, and a background
rule represents thatln is true whenl1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln−1 is true.
Since a decision variable needs no planning rules, we require
that the head of a planning rule is not a decision variable.

Definition 9 Let A, N andL be as defined in definition 1.
A desire-plan descriptionis a tuple〈D,P,Σ〉with D, P and
Σ sets of rules fromL, such that the heads of rules inP are
built from a variable inN .

Here are some examples of desire-plan descriptions. The
following example is concerned with food and wine.

Example 6 (Dinner) Let A = {e, r, d, t, w}, N = ∅ rep-
resent a menu withe for entrecote,r for red wine,d for
daurade,t for trout andw for white wine. Let dinner prefer-
ences beD = {e, t, e → r, d → w, t → w}, P = ∅ and
Σ = ∅. The agent desires red wine with meat, or white wine
with fish.

The following example extends Amgoud’s (2003) exam-
ple 1.



Example 7 (Travel+) Let A = {ag, fr, hop, dr, sol, w, cp,
gp} andN = {wa, ja, hjor, dlc, fp, pa, t, vac}, with the
interpretation:

wa war in Africa ag go to the agency
ja journey to Africa fr friend brings tickets
hjor have job on return hop go to hospital
dlc deadline close dr go to a doctor
fp finish paper sol solicit for work
pa paper is accepted w work
t get the tickets cp call program chair
vac be vaccinated gp write a good paper

Consider the following desire-plan description:
D = {¬wa → ja, ja → hjor, dlc →fp, fp→ pa}
P = {t ∧ vac → ja, ag → t, fr→ t, hop → vac,
dr → vac, sol → hjor, w →fp, cp → pa, gp → pa}
Σ = {¬wa, dlc, w → ¬ag, w → ¬dr, w → ¬hop}

In some contexts, the agent has a desire to journey, to have a
job, to finish a paper and get this paper accepted. There are
several ways to achieve these desires. For example, to get
a paper accepted the agent can either write a good paper or
call the program chair.

A goal set is a set ofrelateddesires, such that we build a
plan for these related desires. But how can we formalize
this notion of relatedness? One way is to incorporate a new
notion in the desire-plan description, but that makes the sys-
tem more complicated, and leaves a higher burden on the
user of the system. We therefore use an implicit definition.
A desire rule depends on another one, if the former can be
applied after the second one, but the former cannot be ap-
plied when the latter has not been applied. The notion of
application is defined by means of the intermediate notion
of a goal tree, which is a tree that represents a derivation of
goal sets from desire rules. A candidate goal tree contains
all desire rules which can be applied, and goal trees are only
those trees which contain related desires, i.e., all desire rules
besides the desire rule in the root can only be applied due to
the application of earlier desire rules.

Definition 10 Let 〈D,P,Σ〉 be a desire-plan description.

• A conditional goal setis a pair of sets of literals(B,H).
• A candidate goal treefor candidate goal setGS , written

asc(GS), is a finite linear tree consisting of conditional
goal sets such that for each(B,H) we have a desire rule
l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → l ∈ D such that:

(a) B = {l1, . . . , ln} ⊆ Cl(Σ, C), whereC is the union of
all literals occurring in the ancestors of(B,H).

(b) if (B,H) is the root, thenH = {l}, otherwiseH =
{l}∪H ′ when the unique parent of(B,H) is (B′,H ′)
for someB′.

• A goal treefor a goal setGS, written asg(GS), iff it is
a candidate goal tree for a candidate goal set and there is
no set of candidate goal sets{GS1, . . . , GSn} with each
GSi 6= GS andGS = GS1 ∪ . . . ∪ GSn. A maximal
goal setis a goal set which is maximal with respect to set
inclusion.

The following proposition illustrates that constructing a
goal tree is analogous to applying inference rules in classical
logic

Proposition 2 (Goal set) We write H(R) for the set of
heads of rules inR. Given a desire-plan description
〈D,P,Σ〉, a finite set of literalsGS is a goal setiff there
exists a subsetD′ of D such that:
• GS = Cl(D′ ∪ Σ) ∩H(D′);
• Cl(D′ ∪ Σ) is consistent, i.e., does not containl and¬l;
• There is no set of goal sets{GS1, . . . , GSn} with each

GSi 6= GS andGS = GS1 ∪ . . . ∪GSn.
The following two examples illustrate that a goal set is a set
of related desires.

Example 8 (Travel+, continued) The goal sets are{ja},
{ja, hjor}, {fp} and{fp, pa}. The set of desires with{ja,
hjor, fp, pa} is not a goal set, because it can be split in
{ja, hjor} and {fp, pa}. The latter two are the maximal
goal sets. Here,ja andhjor are related, because the de-
sire to have a job on return from travel (hjor) is conditional
on making a journey to Africa (ja). Likewise, (fp) and (pa)
are related, because the desire to have a paper accepted (pa)
is conditional on finishing a paper before going to Central
Africa (fp).

Example 9 (Dinner, continued) We have the following
goal sets: {e}, {e, r}, {t}, {t, w}. The set of desires
{e, r, t, w} is not a goal set, because it can be split in{e, r}
and{t, w}. The sets{e, r} and{t, w} are the maximal goal
sets. Here, for examplee andr are related, because the de-
sire for red wine (r) is conditional on having entrecote (e).

Now we define a goal realization tree as a combination of
a goal tree with the realization trees of the goals. Because
a goal tree is linear, there is only one leaf, which contains a
goal set. A goal set represents a cluster of goals that belong
together. The planning process produces realization trees for
each of the literals in the goal set.

Definition 11 Given a desire-plan description〈D,P,Σ〉, a
goal realization treeis a goal treeg(GS), which is con-
nected for each literall ∈ GS to a realization treeg(l) .

Figure 2 shows two goal realization trees for example 7. The
goal generation steps are visualized with downward arrows.

Just like realization trees, goal realization trees may con-
flict in various ways. To deal with such conflicts, we can use
an argumentation framework which is basically the same as
before, except that we have to adapt the exclusion of multi-
ple plans for the same goal. The issue is that we may have
goal sets which partially overlap, for example there may be
three goal realization trees with goal sets{p, q}, {q, r} and
{r, p}. In that case we only want to include two of the three
goal realization trees in an extension.

We solve this issue using two ideas. First we define an
argument as a pair of a goal realization tree and a literal in
the goal set of the goal realization tree. Second, we say that
an argument attacks another argument when either there are
complementary literals in the goal realization trees, or the
goal literal of the latter occurs in the goal set of the former.
We thus may have two goal realization trees in the same ex-
tension that contain some identical goal literals, but there
always has to be at least one goal literal in each goal deliber-
ation tree which does not occur in the goal sets of the other
goal realization trees in the extension.



〈{¬wa}, {ja}〉
↓

〈{ja}, {hjor, ja}〉
↗ ↖

〈ja, {t,vac}〉
↗ ↖

〈t, {ag}〉
↑

〈ag, {}〉

〈vac, {hop}〉
↑

〈hop, {}〉

〈hjor, {sol}〉
↑

〈sol, {}〉

〈{dlc}, {fp}〉
↓

〈{fp}, {pa,fp}〉
↗ ↖

〈pa, {cp}〉
↑

〈cp, {}〉

〈fp, {w}〉
↑

〈w, {}〉

Figure 2: Two goal realization trees

Definition 12 Let 〈G, Attack〉 be an SHD for a desire-
plan description〈D,P,Σ〉, such that G contains all pairs
〈g(GS), l〉 such thatg(GS) is a goal realization tree and
l ∈ GS. Let S ⊆ G andg, g1, g2 ∈ G be (sets of) such
pairs.

• 〈g1(GS1), l1〉 attacks〈g2(GS2), l2〉, iff either
1. there exist actionsa1 anda2 in the nodes of the goal

realization trees ofg1 andg2 respectively, such thata1

anda2 conflict, or
2. g1 6= g2 andl2 ∈ GS1: the literal ofg2 occurs ing1’s

goal realization tree.

The other notions remain the same as in definition 7.

Further Research
We only considered two phase deliberation, consisting of
goal generation, followed by planning. However, a plan can
also trigger new desires and goals. For example, physical
exercise may cause a desire to drink. Or a plan to visit Paris,
may trigger a desire to read about Paris, even beyond the es-
sential information for the trip. Such reading goals trigger
further plans, to visit a library say, etc. Thus planning and
goal generation may be intertwined. Our current research is
concerned with formal ways to represent such intertwined
goal realization trees. Our first results show that we we can
use simple extensions of the notions developed in the previ-
ous sections. How to interpret such representations remains
an open issue.

First we define an extended goal realization tree as a com-
bination of several goal trees and trees of realization. We
also have to relax the first condition in the definition of a
(candidate) goal tree. We therefore introduce the notion of
context in the definition of goal tree.

Definition 13 A goal tree in contextS is defined analogous
to a goal tree in definition 10, except that the first clause for
candidate goal trees is replaced by the following one:

(a′) B = {l1, . . . , ln} ⊆ Cl(Σ, C), whereC is the union of
all literals occurring in the ancestors of(B,H) or in S.

We now define extended goal realization trees as sequences
of goal tree - realization tree - goal tree - realization tree -
etc. As before, we only want related desires to occur in the
goal trees.

Definition 14 (Sketch) An extended goal realization treeis
a set of goal trees in context and trees of realization, such
that:

• the leaf of each goal treeg(GS) is connected, for each
literal l ∈ GS, to a realization treeg(l).

• the root of each goal tree contains a set of leaves of re-
alization trees (atomic actions) , and there is exactly one
goal tree with an empty set;

• the context of each goal tree is the set of literals occurring
in the realization trees (together with its ancestors) that its
root is connected to.

Again the argumentation framework remains the same, with
the minor adaptation that an argument is an extended goal
tree together with a goal literal, such that the literal occurs in
the goal set of any of the goal trees occurring in the extended
goal realization tree.

Related Research
Despite the analogy between arguments and plans, we know
of few other researchers apart from Amgoud, that have com-
bined planning and argumentation theory.

There has been relevant research on the differences of
deduction and abduction in knowledge representation and
reasoning. Often deduction is associated with prediction,
whereas abduction is associated with explanation (Shana-
han 1989). We agree with this generalization, but note that
it only refers to facts, which are beyond the control of an
agent. For controllable variables or actions, goal-directed
reasoning is the best explanation. Note furthermore that ab-
duction is used in natural language understanding for what is
called goal recognition: i.e., to infer the goal of the speaker
from what was said.

A combination of deduction and abduction has been ap-
plied to agent-architectures before (Kowalski & Sadri 1999;
Sadri & Toni 2000). In this architecture a logic program
corresponds to beliefs, while integrity constraints can be in-
terpreted as desires or reactive rules. A set of so calledab-
duciblesis used to expand a logical theory, with goals or
plans, for example.

A combination of abduction and deduction can also be ap-
plied to agent interaction. Hindriks et al. (2000) use abduc-
tion to generate responses to queries, and Sadri et al. (2002)
use it in the deliberation cycle for agents in a dialogue.

The importance of goal generation has been argued by
Thomason (2000). Broersen et al. (2001; 2002) study an ab-
stract architecture for goal generation, which distinguishes
production rules for beliefs, obligations, intentions and de-
sires. Different priorities among these sets of rules, corre-
spond to different agent types, and produce different goal
sets. Possibly, agent types can be extended to comprise dif-
ferent planning strategies as well, or even different strategies
for combining goal generation and planning. This remains
an interesting direction of further research



Concluding remarks
In this paper we consider the combination of planning and
goal generation in an argumentation framework. Goals have
plans to realize them, and are modeled just like claims that
have arguments to support them.

With respect to the research questions of the introduction,
we can now state the following.

1. Conflicts between default rules representing practical rea-
soning or desires, differ from conflicts between plans, be-
cause two plans for the same goal will conflict under the
assumption that both should be executed. Such plans are
competing for resources and deliberation effort.

2. We can represent conflicts between plans, by adapting the
notion of attack to include competition between plans. By
adapting the notion of attack, which is domain dependent
anyhow, we can leave the rest of the argumentation frame-
work intact.

3. The argumentation framework for conflicts between plans
can be extended to deal with goal generation and conflicts
between goals, by means of the introduction of goal trees
and goal sets and by connecting them to realization trees.

Future research is concerned with a case study of a com-
plex goal generation and planning problem. We hope to
find practical guidelines for combining goal generation and
planning, that can be captured by our theoretical framework.
Moreover, we intend to extend the goal realization trees to
sequences of goal trees and realization trees, such that plans
can trigger new goals.

A first implementation of the definitions and exam-
ples has been provided in Prolog and is available on-
line. For more information on the implementation, see
http://boid.info/boidarg/ .
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